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 )listening and speakingتا ابتداي  1(درس  2زبان انگلیسی 
1- How .................... of water do you have in your bag? asked the coach . 

1) many bottles 2) many bottle 3) many loaves 4) much loaf

2- I asked her to bring a .................... of orange juice and a .................... of cake for me.  
1) slice, loaf 2) cup, peace 3) glass, piece 4) glass, loaf

3- We produced .................... rice in the harvest this year. You can bring, .................... bag to take .................... . 
1) a lot of / an / some 2) much / a / many 3) lots of / a / some 4) plenty  of / an / much

4- How .................... students are there in the class? There are .................... .  
1) many / a little 2) many / a lot of 3) many / a lot 4) much / little

5- I tried all possible .................... to succeed in my project, but I couldn’t do it. 
1) nations 2) regions 3) projects 4) means

6- The cost of food .................... considerably depending on which restaurant you go.  
1) varies 2) meets 3) finds 4) minds

7- I’m sorry but I missed the key .................... . Would you please discuss it in more detail?  
1) piece 2) host 3) notice 4) point

8- Millions of children around the world are not healthy only because enough vaccines are not .................... . 
1) available 2) popular 3) comfortable 4) favorite

9- He is an excellent dentist, but he is completely unable to .................... his knowledge to others. 
1) interview 2) communicate 3) translate 4) make up

10- My math teacher is very smart. He will .................... solve any mathematical question .  
1) lovely 2) absolutely 3) similarly 4) awfully

Cloze Test 
Writing has no less importance than speaking. Having the ...(11)… to write well is a sure way to make a good 
communication, no matter what the language is. You won’t be able to write well in a language overnight, but 
you can use …(12)… helpful strategies to practice and improve your writing in the foreign language you’re 
learning. To start writing like a …(13)… in any language you should learn about the writing process, read as 
…(14)… as you can and become familiar …(15)… the grammar of that particular language so that you can 
clearly express your ideas.  

11- 1) importance 2) ability 3) point 4) range

12- 1) much 2) lots 3) some 4) a lot

13- 1) region 2) translator 3) person 4) native

14- 1) many 2) few 3) much 4) little

15- 1) for 2) with 3) of 4) to
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Reading Comprehension 
Computers are good tools. The Internet is also good. But some people spend too much time online. They can’t 
stop. Doctors say this is a new sickness. They call this sickness Internet Addiction Disorder (LAD). People with 
LAD are online a lot. They spend hours instant messaging their friends or playing online games. Many people 
with LAD spend more time on the Internet than with family or friends. Some people with LAD even quit their 
jobs! 
Do you have LAD? Think about these questions: How many hours a day are you online? Is it a lot or a little? 
When you are not online, are you thinking about playing a computer game or checking your messages? When 
you are online, do you forget the time? Do you get angry When you can’t play a game?  
If you have LAD, what can you do? Dr. Ivan Goldberg and Dr. Kimberly S. Young have some ideas. First, ask 
yourself “Why am I online a lot?” Then try to take a break. For example, use the computer or play games twice 
a week, not every day. In this way, you can have a good social life with other friends.  

16- What is the passage about? 
1) an online game 2) new sickness 3) bloggers 4) computer jobs

17- If you have Internet Addiction Disorder (LAD), you ……………….. . 
1) never use the computer 2) are online for an hour a week
3) send e-mail messages at work 4) are on the Internet more than with friends

18- Which one is NOT a sign of LAD? 
1) spending time with family and friends 2) thinking about checking your messages
3) getting angry when you can’t play a game 4) quitting your job to spend more time online

19- Ivan Goldberg and Kimberly S. Young ……………….. . 
1) are bloggers 2) help people with LAD 3) have LAD 4) are online a lot

20- What do we learn from this reading? 
1) LAD is not a big problem. 2) We cannot help people with LAD.
3) Internet games are bad. 4) Computers can be good and bad.


